
Stock&Trace for 3PL

When managing the supply chains of multiple clients, 
a 3PL faces the challenge of ensuring the correct
handling of different types of products simultaneously.
Activities such as receiving merchandise, securing
inventory, assembling orders, following import
guidelines, and making shipments can be compromised
without a proper management system that makes
efficient operations and communication with the client.

The problem to solve

Ensure the correct inventory management of each client using
Stock&Trace, a cloud-based Warehouse Management System (WMS)

accessible from any device with an internet connection.

Manage the inventory of each of your clients
and meet their requirements without losing

visibility of their supply chains

Visit us www.stockandtrace.com



Stock&Trace for 3PL

Do you have any doubts about the capabilities of Stock&Trace
and how its use can optimize your distribution operations?
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Provide your clients with real-
time visibility of everything
happening with their product
through web portals for
consulting their information
as well as with automated
email notifications.

Contact us, and through a detailed analysis, we can
adjust a plan tailored to your needs

info@sperantus.com

Optimizes your Fulfillment
procedures through the
management of picking and
packing lists, which will reduce
costs associated with rework
and processing returns.

A system configurable to your company's characteristics.
Custom training and support.
API management to connect with other systems (ERP, e-
commerce, etc.).
Supply of hardware and specialized material.

Handle your clients' products
with better accuracy using the
mobile interface to perform
receptions, assortments,
shipments, and other
movements, which will also
increase the productivity of
your work team.

Optimize your logistic plan with the
benefits that make Stock&Trace the
WMS right for you

Achieve your goals with Stock&Trace


